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Generalized Relativisti Ee tive Core Potentials (GRECPs) for lanthanides have been
onstru ted where the 28 inner ore 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d10 ele trons were ex luded from the
following GRECP al ulations. In orporation of Breit intera tions in the GRECP operator is
illustrated on the example of the Sm atom. Atomi test al ulations have demonstrated that
the generated GRECPs allow one to arry out reliable al ulations at the level of  hemi al
a ura y (about 1 k al/mol or 350 m−1 for transition energies). A review of the al ulations
on lanthanide ompounds with the present and earlier generated GRECPs is given.
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give fas inating possibility to sele t desirable
parameters. In ontrast to the a tinides, most of
the lanthanides (ex ept promethium) have stable
isotopes thus radioa tive de ay and emissions
will not hamper their use in various elds of
te hnology and s ien e. A urate al ulations
on lanthanide ompounds are of great interest
for experiments on sear h for spa e parity and
time reversal non onservation ee ts (e.g., on the
YbF mole ule [40, 41, 90, 91℄ or the GdGaO,
GdFeO [50℄ and Eu0.5 Ba0.5 TiO3 rystals [88℄),
sear h for temporal variation of the ne stru ture
onstant (e.g., on the YbF, LuO, and LuS
mole ules [27℄), the development of a new
generation of frequen y and time standards based
on atomi opti al transitions (e.g., on the Yb
atoms in the opti al latti e [6, 7, 39, 89℄), et .
A urate Relativisti Ee tive Core Potentials
(RECPs) are demanded to arry out the required
al ulations by an e onomi manner.
Breit ee ts (whi h are the two-ele tron
relativisti orre tions to onventional Coulomb
intera tions between ele trons) for low atomi
ex itation energies are largest for both the
a tinides and lanthanides. Breit ontribution
an attain several k al/mol for energies of the

Introdu tion

For lanthanide elements of Mendeleev's
Periodi Table, the f shell starts rst to be lled
that results in some spe ial features. Similar to
a tinides, lanthanides have the partially o upied
f shell lo ated in the ore region shielded by the
outer s and p shells. Sin e lanthanides in rough
approximation dier from ea h other by the X
o upation number of the ore 4f shell rather
than that of the valen e 6s, 6p (and subvalen e
5d) shells, they have similar physi o- hemi al
properties, e.g., primarily the +3 oxidation
state due to the presen e of the ground or
low-lying ex ited 6s2 5d1 valen e onguration
(in addition to the [. . . 4s2 4p6 4d10 4f X 5s2 5p6 ]
ore part) in all the lanthanide atoms. As a
onsequen e of the shielding from the atom's
environment, the partially o upied f shell
also persists in their ompounds that leads
to hara teristi paramagneti and lumines ent
properties [14, 107℄, whereas the small variations
in properties between dierent lanthanides
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transitions between low-lying atomi states
with dierent valen e f shell o upation
numbers. These ontributions an be sometimes
omparable with the orresponding transition
energies al ulated without a ounting for Breit
intera tions (see the errors in the 5th olumn of
Table 1). Thus, lanthanides seem to be suitable
for studying the inuen e of Breit ee ts on
hemistry. It should be noted that the available
RECPs for lanthanides were generated more than
20 years ago by other groups [18, 20, 81℄ without
a ounting for Breit intera tions.
The lanthanide ompounds are rather
di ult obje ts for a urate quantum hemi al
al ulations. Computational di ulties are
aused by signi ant relativisti ee ts, high
density of low-lying ele troni states, and
omplexity of ele troni stru ture of lanthanides
that ause high demands on both the omputing
resour es and ee tiveness of omputational
methods as well as omputer odes. The
relativisti
ee ts are sometimes negle ted
in al ulations on light element ompounds.
However, these ee ts are rapidly in reased with
the nu lear harge Z and they may amount up
to 100 k al/mol for for energies of the transitions
between low-lying atomi states of lanthanides
(see the errors in the last olumn of Table 1)
thus the relativisti ee ts should be taken into
a ount in a urate al ulations. The dieren e
between the one-ele tron energies of the valen e
6s1/2 spinors and the 4f5/2 , 4f7/2 ones for
lanthanides is not too high as one an see from
Table 2. (Below for brevity, the nlj=|l−1/2| and
nlj=|l+1/2| pair will be sometimes designated
as just nl, where n, l, and j are the prin ipal,
orbital and total quantum numbers. The nl,
nl′ , and nl′′ sets will be further designated by
the nll′ l′′ indi es, et .) Therefore, the energies
of ex itations from (and into) the 4f shell are
rather low. This leads to appearan e of the states
with dierent o upation numbers of the 4f shell
among the ground and low-lying ex ited states
for the lanthanide atoms and low harged ions.
The large number of low-lying states results
in strong stati orrelation ee ts between the

states of the same symmetry whi h have to be
taken into a ount in a urate al ulations. Most
of lanthanides have open 4f shells in the ground
states of their atoms and low harged ions.
Therefore, the 4f spinors should be onsidered
as valen e ones, a ounting also for their small
one-ele tron energies. However, the 4f shells are
lo alized in the same spatial region as the 4spd
and 5sp shells (see the average radii in Table 2),
whi h have relatively large negative one-ele tron
energies and should be onsidered as ore-like
states, whereas the 6sp shells are valen e. Thus,
the 4f shell has the twofold ( ore and valen e)
features. Low-energy ex itations from the 4f
shell will lead to its non-negligible relaxation
and will also ae t the outer ore 4spd and 5sp
shells. Similar to a tinides and in ontrast to
the main group elements, the ore (n − 2)sp and
(n − 1)sp shells an not be frozen in a urate
al ulations to redu e the omputational eorts
(the valen e shells are denoted nsp where n = 6
for lanthanides).
There are several options to perform
lanthanide
ompound
al ulations.
The
straightforward
way is to use Dira Coulomb (DC) or Dira -Coulomb-Breit (DCB)
Hamiltonians [33, 49, 58, 80, 84℄. The latter is
nominally the most a urate of known relativisti
Hamiltonians. In parti ular, a series of fouromponent all-ele tron al ulations with the DC
Hamiltonian on the YbF mole ule was arried out
by dierent authors [2, 11, 28, 6873, 76, 79, 85℄.
Their results are ompared with that of
the orresponding RECP and semiempiri al
al ulations in Table 3 and Subse tion 5.2.
The omputational eorts in quantum hemi al
al ulations employing basis set expansions of
one-ele tron spinors very rapidly in rease with
the number of basis fun tions. The appli ation
of four- omponent Dira spinors requires the
use of signi antly larger primitive (usually
Gaussians) basis sets (to des ribe properly their
small omponents) as ompared to the oneand two- omponent quasirelativisti approa hes.
Su h al ulations exploiting Douglas-Kroll-Hess
Hamiltonian [22, 38℄ are reported for the LiYb
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mole ule [32, 109℄. Still, too large set of primitive
basis fun tions is required to des ribe a urately
the large number of the radial os illations,
whi h valen e spinors have in the all-ele tron
al ulation due to their orthogonality to the ore
spinors.
The RECP or pseudopotential method
is widely used in al ulations on mole ules
ontaining heavy atoms [26, 87℄ be ause it redu es
drasti ally the omputational ost at the integral
generation, self- onsistent eld (SCF) al ulation
and integral transformation stages. Dierent
RECP versions are available for lanthanides in
the literature [18, 20, 81℄. They have been applied
in pra ti al al ulations [13, 15, 17, 19, 51, 52,
100, 104℄. It was shown in papers [66, 94, 101℄
that the onventional radially-lo al (semi-lo al)
form of the RECP operator (used by many groups
up to now but proposed and rst applied 50
years ago by Abarenkov and Heine [1, 37℄ to
nonrelativisti al ulations of solids) is limited in
a ura y and some non-lo al orre tions to the
RECP operator were suggested [9395, 101℄ whi h
have already allowed one to improve signi antly
the RECP a ura y [42, 59, 66, 94℄. The new
generation of the RECPs is able to provide
the a ura y as that attainable in the most
advan ed four- omponent approa hes at many
times smaller omputational ost. A ordingly,
it is possible to use modeling te hniques for
essentially more omplex lanthanide ompounds.
The generalized RECPs (GRECPs) have been
generated for all the lanthanides to perform
al ulations of ele troni stru ture and properties
of their ompounds e onomi ally but with very
high a ura y. A ura y of these GRECPs is
analyzed in atomi al ulations. A review of the
al ulations on lanthanide ompounds with the
present and earlier generated GRECPs is given.

2.

The

S heme

of

the

GRECP

Generation

The GRECP generation te hnique [62, 66,
77, 101℄ is based on the RECP onstru tion

3

s heme proposed in Refs. [16, 25, 31, 36, 53,
75℄. The prin ipal distin tive features of the
GRECP te hnique are (a) generation of the
GRECP omponents for both the valen e and
outer ore ele trons with dierent n but with
the same lj pair and (b) addition of nonlo al (separable) terms to the onventional semilo al RECP operator. Below, these GRECP
omponents will be also alled the potentials.
There are also some modi ations [64, 66, 94℄ in
respe t to the spinor smoothing pro edure [16℄
and the pro edure of Gaussian approximation of
the numeri al potentials [56, 75℄. The main steps
of the GRECP generation s heme are:
1. The numeri al all-ele tron relativisti
al ulation of a generator state is arried
out for an atom under onsideration.
For this purpose, we use the modern
Dira -Fo k-Breit (DFB) version of the
atomi Dira -Fo k (DF) ode [12℄. Fermi
nu lear harge distribution is used in the
all-ele tron al ulations in the present
paper (unless otherwise expli itly stated).
As a result, the radial parts of the large
1
1
r Pnlj (r) and small r Qnlj (r) omponents of
the four- omponent DFB spinors and their
εnlj one-ele tron energies are obtained.
In the present version of the lanthanide
GRECPs, the spinors with n63 will be
ex luded from the GRECP al ulations as
inner ore ones (i.e. the 28 ele tron ore),
the 4spd, 5sp and 6sp, 5d, 4f ones will be
onsidered as the outer ore and valen e
ones, respe tively.
2. The radial parts of the numeri al
enlj (r) are onstru ted of
pseudospinors 1r ϕ
that of the large omponents of both the
valen e and outer ore DFB spinors so that
the innermost pseudospinors for ea h lj
pair have no radial nodes (nodeless), the
next pseudospinors have one radial node,
and so forth. (Further, the node will mean
the radial node.) These pseudospinors
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satisfy the following onditions:

Pnlj (r), r >Rc ,
ϕ
enlj (r) =
f (r),
r < Rc ,

f (r) = r γ

5
X

ai r i ,

are solutions of the nonrelativisti -type
Hartree-Fo k (HF) equations in the jjoupling s heme for a pseudoatom with
the removed inner ore spinors
(1)

i=0

l = 0, 1, . . . , L,

j = |l ± 1/2|,

n = nc1 , nc2 , . . . , ncN , nv ,
where n = nc1 , nc2 , . . . , ncN and nv are the
prin ipal quantum numbers of outer ore
and valen e ele trons, respe tively, L is
one more than the highest orbital angular
momentum of the inner ore spinors, and r
is the radial variable. The leading power
γ in the polynomial f (r) is typi ally
hosen to be lose to L + 1 in order to
ensure a su ient eje tion of the valen e
and outer ore ele trons from the inner ore
region. The ai oe ients are determined
by the following requirements:

• ϕ
enlj are normalized;

• ϕ
enc1 lj , ϕ
enc2 lj , . . ., ϕ
encN lj , and ϕ
env lj
are orthogonal with a high degree of
a ura y;
• f and its rst four derivatives mat h
Pnlj and its derivatives;
• f is a smooth and nodeless fun tion;
• ϕ
enlj ensure a su iently smooth
shape of the orresponding potential
(Unlj , see the next item).
Rc is hosen near su h an extremum
of the spinor that the orresponding
pseudospinor has the dened above number
of nodes. In pra ti e, the Rc radii for the
dierent spinors should be hosen lose to
ea h other in order to generate smooth
potentials. (Below, the pseudospinors will
be sometimes also alled the spinors.)
3. The numeri al potentials Unlj are derived
for ea h lj pair for the valen e and
enlj
outer ore pseudospinors so that the ϕ


l(l + 1)
1 d2
−
Unlj (r) = ϕ
e−1
(r)
nlj
2 dr 2
2r 2

∗
Z
e + K(r)
e
+
− J(r)
+ εnlj ϕ
enlj (r)
r

X
′
′
+
εn nlj ϕ
en lj (r) ,

(2)

n′ 6=n

where Z ∗ = Z − Nice is the ee tive
inner ore harge, Nice is the number
e
of the InnerCore Ele trons, Je and K
are the Coulomb and ex hange operators
al ulated with the valen e and outer ore
pseudospinors, and εn′ nlj are the odiagonal Lagrange multipliers.
In the ase of the pseudospinor with nodes,
the potential is singular be ause the zeros
of the denominator and numerator do not
oin ide. However, these zeros are lose
to ea h other in pra ti e as it had been
demonstrated in Ref. [92℄ and the most
appropriate solution of this problem is the
interpolation of the potential in a vi inity
of the pseudospinor node. The error of
reprodu ing the one-ele tron energy due
to su h an interpolation an be made
small enough (be ause the pseudospinors
are small in the vi inity of the node and
the node position is not virtually hanged
at forming hemi al bond and low-energy
ex itations). It does not ex eed the errors
of the GRECP approximation aused by
smoothing the spinors and the approximate
treatment of the intera tion with the
inner ore ele trons [101℄. Then, one an
write the GRECP as a Hermitian operator
in the spinor representation ( orresponding
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to the jj - oupling s heme)

p ≡ (n, l, j, mj ), where τ ≡ (r, φ, σ)
and rpp′ is the distan e between the
ele trons p and p′ . The GRECP operator
Û GRECP simulates intera tions of the
expli itly treated (outer ore and valen e)
ele trons with those whi h are ex luded
from the GRECP al ulation. In Eq. (4),
ĥSchr is the nonrelativisti one-ele tron
S hrodinger operator for a point- harge
Coulomb eld

Û GRECP = Unv LJ (r)
+

L
X

l+1/2

X 


Unv lj (r) − Unv LJ (r) P̂lj

l+1/2


Unc lj (r) − Unv lj (r)

l=0 j=|l−1/2|

+

L
XX

X n

nc l=0 j=|l−1/2|


o
Penc lj + Penc lj Unc lj (r) − Unv lj (r)
−



X

L
X

X

nc ,n′c l=0 j=|l−1/2|

Unc lj (r) + U
2

n′c lj

j
X

P̂lj =

Penc lj

(3)


(r)
− Unv lj (r) Pen′c lj ,
ljmj

ljmj ,

Penc lj =

n^
c ljmj

where ∇ is the gradient operator. Contrary
to the four- omponent (relativisti ) wave
fun tion used in DC(B) al ulations, the
pseudo-wave fun tion in the GRECP ase
an be both two- and one- omponent (see
the next item).

n^
c ljmj ,

mj =−j

where ljmj ljmj is the proje tor on the
two- omponent spin-angular eigenfun tion
χljmj (φ, σ) of the operators of the square
j 2 and proje tion jz of the one-ele tron
^
total momentum ĵ , n^
c ljmj nc ljmj is the
proje tor on the two- omponent outer ore
enc lj (r)χljmj (φ, σ) (whi h
pseudospinors 1r ϕ
are fun tions of the radial r , angular φ,
and spin σ variables), mj is the quantum
number of the total momentum proje tion,
and J = L + 1/2.
Thus,
the
many-ele tron
DC(B)
Hamiltonian is repla ed by the ee tive
Hamiltonian with the GRECP
X
Ĥ Ef =
[ĥSchr (τp ) + Û GRECP (τp )]
p

X 1
+
r ′
′ pp

(5)

4. With a view to be used in mole ular
al ulations with Gaussian basis sets, the
numeri al potentials taken in the form

mj =−j
j
X

Z∗
1
,
ĥSchr = − ∇2 −
2
r

l+1/2

(4)

p>p

written only for valen e and outer ore
ele trons denoted here by omposite indi es

UnAREP
(r)r 2 ,
vL
(r) − UnAREP
(r)]r 2
[UnAREP
vL
vl

(l 6= L),

2

(l 6= 0),

∆Unv l (r)r

2

[Unc lj (r) − Unv lj (r)]r ,

(6)

where

l+1
Un l+ (r)
2l + 1 v
l
+
Un l− (r),
2l + 1 v

(r) =
UnAREP
vl

∆Unv l (r) = Unv l+ (r) − Unv l− (r)

(7)
(8)

for the valen e ele trons and l± ≡
(l, j = l ± 1/2) are usually tted by
Gaussian fun tions. The latter fun tions
are ordinarily written as
X
ci r ki exp(−αi r 2 ),
(9)
i

where αi > 0 and ci are real parameters,
ki is equal to 0, 1, or 2. The numeri al
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pseudospinors are tted by Gaussians in
the form
X
ci Mi exp(−αi r 2 ), (10)
ϕ
enlj (r) = r l+1

ee tive spin-orbit potentials (ESOP) and
an be written as (see also Eq. (8))

∆Ûnc l (r) = V̂nc nv l+ (r) − V̂nc nv l− (r),

i

where Mi are the standard normalization
fa tors.

For appli ation of the GRECP to mole ular
al ulations with the spin-orbital basis sets
whi h are used in most existing quantumhemi al odes, the GRECP operator (3)
should be transformed to the spin-orbital
representation (whi h orresponds to the
LS - oupling s heme) following work [36℄.
The omponents of the spin-averaged part
of the GRECP operator are alled the
averaged relativisti ee tive potentials
(AREP) and are written in form (7) for the
valen e ele trons and

l+1
V̂n n l+ (r)
2l + 1 c v
l
V̂n n l− (r),
+
2l + 1 c v

ÛnAREP
(r) =
cl

(11)



V̂nc nv lj (r) = Unc lj (r) − Unv lj (r) Penc lj (r)


+Penc lj (r) Unc lj (r) − Unv lj (r)

X
Unc lj (r) + Un′c lj (r)
−
Penc lj (r)
2
n′c

−Unv lj (r) Pen′c lj (r)
for the outer ore ele trons, where Penc lj (r)
is the radial proje tor on the outer ore
1
pseudospinors
Obviously,
r ϕ̃nc lj (r).
these omponents may be used instead
of the nonrelativisti generalized ECP
omponents in the above-mentioned odes
in order to take into a ount the s alar
relativisti ee ts.
The operator of the ee tive spin-orbit
intera tion an also be derived following
paper [36℄. Its omponents are alled the

ESOP
=
Ûnl

P̂l =

2∆Ûnl (r) ˆ
P̂l lŝ,
2l + 1

l
X

(12)

|lml ihlml |,

ml =−l

where |lml ihlml | is the angular proje tor
on the spheri al fun tion Ylml (φ), ml is the
quantum number of the orbital momentum
proje tion, ˆ
l and ŝ are the operators of
orbital and spin momenta.
Negle ting the dieren e between UnAREP
vL
and Unv LJ for virtual pseudospinors with
l > L, the GRECP operator (3) is rewritten
in the form

Û GRECP ≃ UnAREP
(r)
vL
L−1
i
Xh
AREP
UnAREP
(r)
−
U
(r)
P̂l
+
nv L
vl
l=0

+

L
XX

(r)P̂l
ÛnAREP
cl

nc l=0

+

L h
X

ÛnESOP
+
vl

X
nc

l=1

i
P̂l ,
ÛnESOP
l
c

(13)

where the following identities for the P̂lj
proje tors were used:

1 1
1 h
l+ ±
P̂l (φ)
2l + 1
2i 2
± 2P̂l (φ)ˆlŝP̂l (φ) .
(14)

P̂l± (φ, σ) =

3.

A

ounting

for

Breit

Contributions with the help of GRECP

The ontributions of Breit intera tion
between ele trons from dierent shells (denoted
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below Bpp′ ) to the total energy of a heavy atom
were analyzed in details in papers [62, 77℄. Using
the state averaged over the nonrelativisti 4f 6 6s2
onguration of the Sm atom as an example,
we have derived these ontributions from the
numeri al DFB al ulation where the 4f and
6s spinors were grouped together as the valen e
ones (p ≡ v ), whereas the 4spd, 5sp ones were
onsidered as the outer ore spinors (p ≡ c),
and the 1s, 2sp, 3spd ones were the inner ore
spinors (p ≡ f ). The largest ontributions for the
intera tions between ele trons from these groups
are


max Bf f ′ = B1s1/2,1s1/2 = 723 012 cm −1 ,
max [Bf c ] = B1s1/2,4p1/2 =
2 566 cm−1 ,
98 cm−1 ,
max [Bcc′ ] = B4p1/2,4p1/2 =
max [Bf v ] = B3d3/2,4f 5/2 =
79 cm−1 ,
31 cm−1 ,
max [Bvv′ ] = B4f 5/2,4f 5/2 =
max [Bcv ] = B4d3/2,4f 5/2 =
27 cm−1 .
Let us
onsider approximations in
a ounting for Breit intera tion, that we
made when outer ore and valen e ele trons are
in luded in GRECP al ulations with Coulomb
two-ele tron intera tions, but inner ore ele trons
are absorbed into the GRECP. Though Bf f ′ does
not ontribute dire tly to dierential (valen e)
properties su h as energies of transitions between
dierent valen e ongurations, it an lead to
essential relaxation of both ore and valen e
shells. This relaxation is taken into a ount when
Breit intera tion is treated by self- onsistent way
in the framework of the DFB method [54, 78℄.
The inner ore ele trons o upy losed shells.
The ontributions from Bf v and espe ially Bf c ,
are quite essential for al ulation at the level
of  hemi al a ura y (about 1 k al/mol or
350 m−1 for transition energies). This a ura y
level is, in general, determined by the possibilities
of modern orrelation methods and omputers
already for ompounds of light elements. The
inner ore ele trons an be onsidered as frozen
in most physi al- hemi al pro esses of interest.
Therefore, the ee tive operators for Bf v and Bf c
a ting on the valen e and outer ore shells, B̂fEfv
and B̂fEfc , are of the same kind as the ex hange

f −v and f −c ontributions of the SCF eld in the
Huzinaga-type potential [10, 83℄, i.e. these terms
an be well approximated by the spin-dependent
potential of the form:
X
(r)P̂lj
UnBr
B̂fEfv + B̂fEfc =
v lj
lj

+

X
nc lj


Br
(r)
Penc lj ,
(r)
−
U
UnBr
n
lj
lj
v
c

whi h has basi ally the same spin-angular
stru ture as the GRECP has. Thus, it an
be taken into a ount dire tly when the DFB
(not DF) al ulation [33℄ is performed to
generate outer ore and valen e four- omponent
spinors and their one-ele tron energies (see
Item 1 in Se tion 2) but the onventional
interele troni Coulomb intera tion is used
instead of the Coulomb-Breit one in the pro edure
of inversion of the two- omponent HF equations
for generating the GRECP omponents (see
Item 3 in Se tion 2). Afterwards, one have to
onsider only the Coulomb intera tion between
the expli itly treated ele trons in the following
GRECP al ulations.
Due to small relaxation of outer ore shells
in most pro esses of interest, these shells an be
also onsidered as frozen when analyzing Breit
ontributions and the Bcc′ and Bcv terms an
be taken into a ount similarly to the Bf c and
Bf v ones. The error of this approximation will
be additionally suppressed by relative weakness
of Breit intera tion with the outer ore ele trons
as ompared to the inner ore ones.
The Bcv and Bvv′ ontributions are negligible
for the  hemi al a ura y of al ulation. Stri tly
speaking, we do not negle t Breit intera tion
between valen e ele trons ompletely in the
GRECP al ulations. It would be so, if we
did not take into a ount Breit intera tion
between valen e ele trons at the stage of the
DFB al ulations as well. But it is even more
onvenient and natural to a ount for Breit
intera tion between the valen e ele trons at this
stage. In the latter ase, the hanges in oneele tron energies and shapes of the spinors (not
only valen e) of the generator state due to this
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intera tion will be taken into a ount. However,
the orresponding hanges for other states are not
the same as for the generator state. So, we an say
that in some sense we freeze Breit intera tion
between the valen e ele trons from the generator
state.
Therefore, the above onsiderations provide
us a good ba kground for approximating twoele tron Breit intera tion by an one-ele tron
GRECP operator that should work well for both
lanthanides and other elements at the required
level of a ura y. The numeri al tests of the
GRECPs a ounting for the Breit ee ts are
onsidered in Se tion 4.

4.
A

Atomi

Tests

of

GRECP

ura y

The generated GRECPs have been tested
in atomi SCF al ulations whi h are largely
su ient to analyze the quality of dierent
(G)RECP versions. These
al ulations are
numeri al (nite-dieren e) that allows one to
ex lude the errors due to in ompleteness of the
basis sets and ompare the pure errors inherent
to dierent GRECP versions. In the framework of
the atomi SCF approa h, one an easily perform
the referen e all-ele tron al ulations with the
DCB Hamiltonian. The errors appearing already
in the atomi one- onguration GRECP studies
as ompared to the DFB ones are, obviously,
inherent for the orresponding GRECP. These
errors will be added to the errors appearing in the
following orrelation and mole ular al ulations
with this GRECP. Therefore, the atomi oneongurational al ulations give upper limits
on the a ura y of the tested GRECP versions.
The all-ele tron al ulations were arried out
employing the modern DFB version of the
numeri al atomi DF ode [12℄. The GRECP
al ulations were arried out with the help of the
numeri al atomi two- omponent HF ode in the
jj - oupling s heme [101℄. The results of the DFB
al ulations are presented in the se ond olumn
of Tables 1, 4, 5, and 6, whereas the errors of

their reprodu ing in the dierent all-ele tron and
GRECP al ulations are given in the following
olumns.
To estimate
ontribution from the
relativisti ee ts, the DFB al ulations with
the light velo ity in reased in 1000 times were
arried out. These al ulations are ex ellent
approximation of the nonrelativisti HF ones
in the jj- oupling s heme (ex ept perhaps the
nu lear model). Their errors are presented in
the last olumn of Tables 1 and 5. One an
see that the relativisti ee ts are signi ant
for lanthanides and should be a ounted for in
a urate al ulations. The ontribution from
the nite size of the nu leus is negligible in
omparison with the level of the  hemi al
a ura y. The largest error due to negle ting
Breit intera tions is 1600 m−1 ≈ 4.5 k al/mol
that is larger than the  hemi al a ura y
level. One an also see that the dieren es
between a ounting for Breit intera tions in the
framework of the perturbation theory and by
self- onsistent manner are small.
As it was noted in the Introdu tion, the open
4f shells in lanthanides, on the one hand, are
lose in one-ele tron energies to the valen e 6sp
shells and, on the other hand, are spatially lose
to the outer ore 5sp and 4spd shells. That leads
to advisability to in lude all the ele trons with
the prin ipal quantum numbers n>4 expli itly in
GRECP al ulations. Thus, the 28-ele tron inner
ores are used in the present GRECP versions
for lanthanides. The valen e and ore GRECP
versions were derived from the original GRECP
version by negle ting the dieren es between
the outer ore and valen e potentials. Thus, the
valen e GRECP operator is a semi-lo al one
with the 6s, 6p, 5d, and 4f omponents of the
original GRECP version (i.e. the rst and se ond
lines in Eq. (3) or the terms ontaining Unv in
Eq. (13)). The main dieren e of the valen e
GRECP from the onventional RECPs is that the
omponents of the former were onstru ted for
nodal valen e pseudospinors. Thus, these are the
valen e potentials (not the outer ore or somehow
averaged ones) whi h a t on the valen e ele trons
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9
8

6s1/2
5s1/2
4s1/2

7

potentials*r*r (a.u.)

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0.000775

0.00573

0.0423

0.313

2.31

r (a.u.)

Figure 1. The GRECP omponents (multiplied by r2 ) for the valen e (6s1/2 ) and outer ore (5s1/2 , 4s1/2 ) subshells
of samarium. Note that the logarithmi s ale for r is used.

in this GRECP version (the dieren es in the
potentials an be seen from Figure 1). Two
dierent ore GRECP operators ontain the 5spd,
4f and 4spdf omponents, respe tively.
The < r 2 > matrix elements (ME)
hara terize the wavefun tion in the outermost
region. They are reprodu ed in the GRECP
al ulations with high a ura y for the ase of
the valen e 6sp pseudospinors and with good
a ura y for the outer ore 4f and 5d ones as one
an see in Table 6. In ontrast to a tinides [67℄,
the shapes of the large omponents for the f
spinors are only slightly modied in the inner ore
region at the GRECP generation (to obtain the
proper nonrelativisti behaviour at the origin
and normalization), therefore both the < r 2 >

MEs for the f shell and the energies for the
transitions where the f spinors are dire tly
involved, e.g., transitions with the hange of the f
shell o upation number (i.e. the 4-6th transitions
in Table 4), are reprodu ed signi antly better in
the ase of lanthanides. One an see from Table 4
that the non-lo al original GRECP version allows
one to arry out reliable al ulations of lanthanide
ompounds at the level of the  hemi al a ura y.
The errors in transition energies for the semilo al (valen e and ore) GRECP versions are
essentially higher than that for the original
GRECP. The errors in reprodu ing < r 2 > for the
6sp spinors are also essentially in reased for the
semi-lo al (valen e and espe ially ore) GRECP
versions. One an also see from the omparison of
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spinor
pseudospinor
500 * difference
500 * "Breit SCF relaxation"
5 * "Relativistic contractation"

0.5

0.4

6s1/2 (a.u.)

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3
0.000105

0.000775

0.00573

0.0423
r (a.u.)

0.313

2.31

17.1

Figure 2. The ϕ
e6s1/2 (r) pseudospinor and the P6s1/2 (r) large omponent of the spinor from numeri al SCF
5
al ulation of the . . . 4f5/2
6s21/2 5d13/2 (J = 4) term for the Sm atom (whi h diers from the generator state by
the o upation number of the 4f shell) and their dieren e multiplied by 500. The Breit SCF relaxation is
the (multiplied by 500) dieren e in P6s1/2 (r) from the all-ele tron DFB and DF al ulations. The relativisti
ontra tation is the (multiplied by 5) dieren e in P6s1/2 (r) from the all-ele tron DFB al ulations with the
standard and in reased in 1000 times light velo ities. Note that the logarithmi s ale for r is used.

the third and fourth olumns in Tables 4 and 6
that the a ura y of Gaussian approximation of
the numeri al GRECP omponents is high.
The shape of the 6s spinor is very well
reprodu ed in the outer ore and valen e region
with the help of the GRECP (see Figure 2). One
an also see that the ontra tation of the 6s
orbital due to the relativisti ee ts is essential
and should be taken into a ount in a urate
al ulations whereas the relaxation of the 6s
spinor due to in lusion of Breit intera tions in the
SCF pro edure is small. It should be emphasized
that the state used in these al ulations (Table 6,

Figure 2, splitting into relativisti ongurations
and terms in Table 4) diers from the generator
state by the o upation number of the 4f shell.

5.

Mole ular Cal ulations

5.1. Coupled Cluster Cal ulations of
Adiabati Potential Curve for Yb Dimer
The properties of the Yb dimer are
ne essary to assess the feasibility of using
laser ooled and trapped Yb atomi spe ies
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for ultrapre ise opti al lo ks [6, 7, 39, 89℄
or quantum information-pro essing devi es [43℄.
Unfortunately, reliable experimental data on
the disso iation energy, equilibrium internu lear
distan e, and spe tros opi onstants of the Yb2
mole ule are unknown; e.g., the un ertainty of
the experimental disso iation energy estimate
from paper [34℄, 0.17 eV, is omparable to
the value itself. Cal ulations of these properties
were performed in a series of papers where,
in parti ular, the values of 400 [21℄, 470 [104℄,
740 [15℄, 500÷1400 [108℄, and 724 m−1 [13℄ for
the disso iation energy of the ground state were
reported.
The generated earlier GRECP [94℄ with 42
expli itly treated ele trons for ea h Yb atom
was applied to al ulations of the adiabati
potential urve, disso iation energy, equilibrium
internu lear distan e, and spe tros opi onstants
for the 1 Σ+
g ground state of the Yb2 mole ule [61℄.
The s alar relativisti
oupled luster method
with single, double and non-iterative triple luster
amplitudes (CCSD(T)) parti ularly well suited
for losed-shell van-der-Waals systems is used for
the orrelation treatment. A series of extremely
exible generalized orrelation basis sets up
to the (38, 22, 24, 14, 7, 1)/[11, 10, 9, 7, 5, 1] one
generated with the help of pro edure [59, 65℄ were
used. It was on luded from a series of preliminary
al ulations that the quality of the basis set is
of ru ial importan e for a urate al ulations of
the ytterbium dimer. The basis set superposition
errors (BSSE) were ompensated quite a urately
by the ounterpoise orre tion [35, 55℄ al ulated
for the Yb 6s2 state with one more Yb atom
treated as the ghost one.
The 1 Σ+
losed-shell ground state of the
g
Yb2 mole ule disso iates into two losed-shell
Yb atoms in the 4f 14 6s2 (1 S) ground state.
The omputed ground-state potential energy
urves for the Yb2 mole ule are shown in
Figure 3. One an see the essential dieren e
between the CCSD(T) and CCSD(T)+iTQ
urves that orresponds to the ontribution from
the quadruple luster amplitudes and iteration
of the triple ones (iTQ). This ontribution
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omprises about 120 m−1 for the disso iation
energy and should be taken into a ount
in a urate al ulations. It should be noted
that this ontribution was negle ted in the
previous al ulations [13, 15, 21, 104℄. The
dieren e between the CCSD(T)+iTQ and
CCSD(T)+iTQ+SO urves is rather small. It
orresponds to the ontribution from the spinorbit (SO) intera tion that is about 20 m−1 for
the disso iation energy. Its smallness an be easily
explained by the fa t that the SO intera tion for
the Σ-states in the rst order of the perturbation
theory gives a zeroth orre tion for the energy.
The stage of al ulation of the mole ular
onstants [57℄ begins with tting the numeri al
potential urve for the dimer by polynomials
with the help of the quasi-Hermitian method.
Appropriate derivates of the potential urve at the
equilibrium point are al ulated by re urren e
relations. Then rovibrational S hrodinger
equation is solved by the Dunham method to
express the Dunham oe ients in terms of these
derivates. Our nal results [61℄ for the disso iation
energy, equilibrium internu lear distan e, and
main spe tros opi onstants are De = 786 m−1 ,
Re = 4.582 Å, we = 24.1 m−1 , D00 = 774 m−1 ,
Be = 9.39·10−3 m−1 , we xe = 0.23 m−1 ,
αe = 8.3·10−5 m−1 , and Y02 = -5.7·10−9 m−1 .
To estimate the omputational a ura y of
the Yb2 al ulation, we perform the al ulations
on the well-studied Ca2 mole ule [63℄ whi h
has similar ele troni stru ture. The same
omputational methods were applied having in
mind a reasonable assumption that the errors for
similar systems will be lose to one another. In
ontrast to Yb2 , rather pre ise experimental data
are available for the Ca2 mole ule [3, 5, 9, 103℄.
Our results and the experimental data are in a
good agreement that should not be onsidered
as fortuitous oin iden e be ause it is observed
not only for one parameter (su h as De ) but
also for several independent parameters (Re , De ,
we , we xe , αe , Y02 ). In parti ular, the al ulated
disso iation energy for Ca2 has 3% error
with respe t to the most pre ise experimental
datum [3℄, whereas the orresponding error for
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Figure 3. The al ulated potential energy fun tions for the Yb2 ground state. The CCSD(T)+iTQ+SO urve
orresponds to our best full relativisti results. The CCSD(T)+iTQ urve presents the s alar relativisti results,
i.e. without a ounting for the spin-orbit intera tion. The CCSD(T) urve was obtained with the help of the s alar
relativisti oupled luster method with single, double and non-iterative triple luster amplitudes (CCSD(T)),
i.e. without a ounting for the quadruple luster amplitudes, iteration of the triples (iTQ) and the spin-orbit
(SO) intera tion.

the equilibrium internu lear distan e [103℄ is only
0.09%.

5.2. Correlation Cal ulations of T,P-odd
and Hyperne Constants for the YbF Mole ule
The YbF mole ule [40, 41, 90, 91℄ is one
of the operative obje ts for the experimental
sear h for the break of inversion symmetry (P)
and time-reversal invarian e (T). The observation
of non-zero T,P-odd ee ts, in parti ular
ele tron Ele tri Dipole Moment (eEDM, de ),

would indi ate the presen e of so- alled new
physi s [24℄ beyond the Standard Model of
ele troweak and strong intera tions [29, 82, 105,
106℄ that is ertainly of fundamental importan e.
The latest onstraint in the experiment with the
YbF mole ule was |de | < 1.05 · 10−27 e· m [40℄,
(whereas the stringest bound on the eEDM was
obtained on the ThO mole ule, |de | < 9 ·
10−29 e· m [8℄) where e is the harge of the
ele tron. Sin e the experiments ontinue, their
pre ision is expe ted to rise by up to an order
of magnitude in the near future.
A ru ial feature of the experiments to
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sear h T,P-odd ee ts in atoms, mole ules,
liquids, or solids is that for interpretation of
the measured data in terms of the fundamental
onstants of the T,P-odd intera tions, one must
al ulate those parameters of the systems, whi h
establish a onne tion between the measured data
and the studied fundamental onstants. These
T,P-odd parameters are des ribed by operators
heavily on entrated near or on heavy nu lei;
they annot be measured and their theoreti al
study is not a trivial task. It is known, the
T,P-odd parameters are sensitive to the spin
density in the vi inity of the heavy nu leus (see,
e.g., paper [48℄). The same, of ourse, an be
said about magneti hyperne onstants. So,
omparison of the al ulated onstants of the
hyperne stru ture on the 171 Yb nu leus with the
experimental data provides an important test of
the quality of the al ulation. (The T,P-odd and
hyperne intera tions with the 19 F nu leus are
signi antly smaller and are not of interest.)
The generated earlier GRECP [66, 97, 101℄
with 10 expli itly treated ele trons (5s2 5p6 6s2 )
for the Yb atom was used for al ulations
of the ele troni wavefun tion of the ground
2 Σ+ state of the YbF mole ule [60℄. The
4s2 4p6 4d10 4f 14 ele trons were not in luded in the
mole ular GRECP al ulations unlike Se tion 2.
Moreover, the 5s and 5p pseudospinors derived
from the al ulation on the Yb2+ ation were
frozen the use of the level-shift te hnique [94,
96℄. It was ne essary to freeze these shells
be ause the orrelation and polarization ee ts
onne ted with these and rest inner ore ele trons
were taken into a ount with the help of
the Ee tive Operator (EO) te hnique (see
paper [47℄ for details) after the restoration of
proper mole ular four- omponent spinors in the
inner ore region of Yb in the framework of the
Non-variational One-Center Restoration (NOCR)
pro edure [9799℄. The EO for the hyperne
and T,P-odd parameters were onstru ted by
means of the atomi Many Body Perturbation
Theory (MBPT) [23℄ for the Yb2+ ation. The
orrelations for 2 valen e ele trons of Yb and
9 of F were onsidered in the s alar relativiti
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al ulations in the framework of the restri ted
a tive spa e SCF (RASSCF) method [74℄
implemented in MOLCAS program pa kage [4℄.
Expressions for the A, Ad hyperne onstants
and the Wd , WS , WA T,P-odd parameters an
be found in papers [46, 48℄. All the atomi
radial integrals and four- omponent spinors were
al ulated for the nite nu leus 171 Yb using the
model of uniform harge distribution within the
sphere.
The results of our al ulations [60, 97℄ for
the isotropi A = (Ak + 2A⊥ )/3 and dipole
Ad = (Ak − A⊥ )/3 hyperne onstants of
the YbF mole ule are presented in Table 3
where they are ompared with the experimental
data [30, 86, 102℄. The hyperne onstants [30, 86℄
were measured for the mole ule in a mole ular
beam whereas the experimental data [102℄
were obtained using an inert gas matrix.
The former most losely orresponds both the
onditions of the eEDM experiment [40, 41℄
and the model used in quantum hemi al
al ulations. The latest [30℄ of two mole ular
beam experiments has smallest errors. One
an see that the GRECP/RASSCF/NOCR/EO
hyperne onstants [60℄ agree at the 10% level
with these latest experimental data [30℄. Similar
a ura y is expe ted for the T,P-odd parameters
that is quite satisfa tory for the requirements of
the eEDM experiment. (One should remember
that only the 10 ele tron GRECP was applied in
the al ulations and the omputational resour es
to take into a ount the orrelation ee ts were
strongly restri ted about 20 years ago.)
The Wd parameter des ribes intera tion of
the eEDM with the internal mole ular ele tri
eld. The Wd values from the four- omponent allele tron, [2, 11, 28, 6873, 76, 79, 85℄ GRECP, [60,
97℄ and semiempiri al [44, 45℄ al ulations are
olle ted in Table 3. At the one- ongurational
level, the GRECP/SCF/NOCR value [97℄ is
in good agreement with the orresponding allele tron ones, in parti ular the unpaired valen e
ele tron ontribution from the unrestri ted
DF [76℄ and restri ted DF results [2, 69℄. However,
the restri ted DF value [79℄ is essentially smaller.
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When the orrelations are taken into a ount,
the GRECP/RASSCF/NOCR/EO value [60℄ is
in good agreement with that of the restri ted
DF method with ore polarization orre tion by
means of MBPT [79℄, the restri ted a tive spa e
onguration intera tion (RASCI) method for the
largest number (76) of a tive orbitals [72℄ and
the relativisti oupled luster method with single
and double luster amplitudes (RCCSD) [2℄ with
DC Hamiltonian. (The unrestri ted DF result [76℄
are also in perfe t agreement.) However, the
DC/RASCI result [28℄ is essentially smaller.
Unfortunately, the authors [28℄ did not al ulate
the Ad onstant to ompare with the experiment.
Our value for the ee tive ele tri eld on the
unpaired ele tron is Wd /2 = 4.9 a.u.= 2.5 × 1010
V m−1 .
Con lusions

The lanthanide ompounds are rather
di ult obje ts for a urate quantum hemi al
al ulations due to signi ant relativisti ee ts,
high density of low-lying ele troni states,
and omplexity of their ele troni stru ture.
Relativisti ee ts in luding desirably Breit
intera tions should be taken into a ount
in a urate al ulations on lanthanides. The
GRECP method allows one to arry out
e onomi al and reliable al ulations on lanthanide

ompounds at the level of the  hemi al a ura y.
Breit intera tions and other relativisti ee ts as
well as the ee ts of nite nu lear size are readily
and e iently in orporated into the GRECP
model. That allows one to perform high-level
relativisti
al ulations with omputationally
simpler Coulomb ele tron-ele tron intera tion
operator. The GRECP model an be used
not only for the evaluation of valen e-type
properties (for instan e, potential surfa es of
ground and low-lying ex ited states, spe tros opi
onstants) but also for estimating the mole ular
hara teristi s that are sensitive to behaviour
of valen e spinors in the vi inity of heavy
atom nu leus. To al ulate the latter ( oretype) properties su h as the hyperne stru ture
onstants and T,P-odd parameters, the NOCR
te hnique for four- omponent wavefun tion in
the vi inity of heavy nu lei should be applied
after the GRECP al ulation with smoothed
pseudospinors. The generated GRECPs are
available at http://q hem.pnpi.spb.ru/re p.html
.
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Table 1. Transition energies (TE, in m−1 ) between the relativisti terms and the states averaged over
the nonrelativisti and relativisti ongurations of the Sm atom from numeri al DFB al ulations and the
orresponding absolute errors of their reprodu ing in the dierent versions of all-ele tron al ulations.
DFB DFB DF+B
DF
HF
A = 150 A = 0 A = 150 A = 150 A = 150
State
Fermi Point Fermi Fermi Fermi
TE
Absolute errors
Nonrel.aver. . . . 4f 5 6s2 5d1 →
. . . 4f 5 6s1 5d2
9469
7
0
71
-7115
. . . 4f 5 6s2 6p1
11992
-4
0
-96
6899
. . . 4f 5 6s1 5d1 6p1
14348
5
0
2
-2648
. . . 4f 6 6s2
341
10
1
752 -26152
. . . 4f 6 6s1 6p1
12949
14
1
753 -28252
. . . 4f 6 6s1 5d1
14385
15
1
804 -31863
6
Rel.aver. . . . 4f5/2
6s21/2 →
5
1
. . . 4f5/2
4f7/2
6s21/2
20159
-1
1
365
-2417
4
2
. . . 4f5/2 4f7/2 6s21/2
34691
-1
2
695
-5275
3
3
. . . 4f5/2
4f7/2
6s21/2
43538
-1
3
986
-8536
2
4
2
. . . 4f5/2 4f7/2 6s1/2
46667
-1
3
1237 -12176
1
5
. . . 4f5/2
4f7/2
6s21/2
44074
-1
3
1445 -16174
6
. . . 4f7/2
6s21/2
35777
-1
4
1611 -20516
5
2
1
Rel.aver. . . . 4f5/2 6s1/2 5d3/2 →
5
5505
0
0
57
-1492
. . . 4f5/2
6s21/2 5d15/2
5
Rel.aver. . . . 4f5/2
6s21/2 6p11/2 →
5
. . . 4f5/2
6s21/2 6p13/2
2345
0
0
24
-2098
5
. . . 4f5/2 6s21/2 5d13/2 (J = 4) →
5167
0
0
-1
4
. . . (J = 3)
. . . (J = 2)
1943
0
0
-8
5
. . . (J = 1)
6071
0
0
18
-629
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Table 2. The one-ele tron energies and average
radii (in a.u.) for the spinors from numeri al DFB
al ulation of the state of the Sm atom averaged over
the nonrelativisti . . . 4f 6 6s2 onguration.
Spinor
3s1/2
3p1/2
3p3/2
3d3/2
3d5/2
4s1/2
4p1/2
4p3/2
4d3/2
4d5/2
5s1/2
5p1/2
5p3/2
4f5/2
4f7/2
6s1/2

One-el.
energy
64.6
57.8
53.3
41.7
40.8
13.7
11.0
9.98
5.55
5.37
1.97
1.17
1.03
0.428
0.409
0.179

Average
radius
0.254
0.244
0.256
0.228
0.232
0.580
0.595
0.622
0.667
0.678
1.44
1.62
1.71
0.945
0.958
4.65
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Table 3. The A = (Ak + 2A⊥ )/3 isotropi and Ad = (Ak − A⊥ )/3 dipole hyperne stru ture onstants and Wd ,
WA , and WS T,P-odd parameters for the 171 YbF mole ule.
A
Ad
Wd
Hz
Method
(MHz) (MHz)
(1025 e·cm
)
a
Experiment (matrix, 1978) [102℄
7617±5 102±3
(Kozlov, 1994) Semiempiri al al ulation [45℄a
-1.5
-1.26
Semiempiri al al ulation (with 4f - orre tion) [44℄a
Experiment (beam, 2007) [86℄b
7259±21 85±43
Experiment (beam, 2014) [30℄b
7273±11 91.1±0.1
(Titov, 1996) GRECP/SCF/NOCR [97℄ 4932
59
-0.91
GRECP/RASSCF/NOCR [97℄
4854
60
-0.91
(Quiney, 1998) Restri ted DF [79℄
5918
35
-0.62
Res aled restri ted DF [79℄
-1.24 d
Restri ted DF + ore polarization [79℄ 7865
60
-1.20
(Parpia, 1998) Unrestri ted DF (unpaired valen e ele tron) [76℄ -0.962
Unrestri ted DF [76℄
-1.203
GRECP/RASSCF/NOCR/EO
(Mosyagin, 1998) [60℄
7842
79
-1.206
GRECP/RASSCF/NOCR/EO
7839
94
-1.206
(with 4f - orre tion) [60℄
(Bors hevsky, 2012) Restri ted DF [11℄
(DF+DFT)/2 + ore polarization [11℄e
(Nayak, 2006-2014)
Restri ted DF [68, 69, 73, 85℄
5713
70
-0.963
DC/MBPT2 (86 a tive orbitals) [70℄
-1.043
DC/MBPT2 (96 a tive orbitals) [71℄
DC/RASCI (56 a tive orbitals) [69℄
-1.088
DC/RASCI (76 a tive orbitals) [72℄
-1.164
DC/RASCI (86 a tive orbitals) [73, 85℄
DC/RASCI (106 a tive orbitals) [68℄
6725
86
(Abe, 2014) Restri ted DF [2℄
-0.88
DC/RCCSD [2℄
-1.12
(Fukuda, 2016) DC/RASCI [28℄
-1.01
a The

hyperne

WA WS
(Hz) (kHz)

730

484 -33
486 -33
326 -22
652 d -44 d
620 -42
-44
634
634
527
602
475

543

onstants [102℄ were measured for the

odd parameters [44, 45℄ were based on these data.
hyperne

onstants [30, 86℄ were measured for the

mole ule in a mole ular beam.
The results of Quiney, et al. [79℄ and Parpia [76℄ have
been adjusted by a fa tor of two to be

onsistent with the

denition of the T,P-odd parameters used in the present
paper.

d The

T,P-odd

restri ted
and

q

DF

experimental

parameters
results

A

are

res aled

employing

and

Ad

values

the
by

from

the

al ulated
the

fa tor

(Aexpt ·Aexpt
)/(Acalc ·Acalc
d
d ), whi h are in good agreement

with the restri ted DF +

e The

ore polarization values.

average of the DF and density fun tional theory

(DFT) results

orre ted for the

-34.2
-37.1

mole ule in an inert gas matrix and the semiempiri al T,P-

b The

-48
-43

ore polarization.
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Table 4. Transition energies (TE, in m−1 ) between the relativisti terms and the states averaged over
the nonrelativisti and relativisti ongurations of the Sm atom from numeri al DFB al ulations and the
orresponding absolute errors of their reprodu ing in al ulations with dierent GRECP versions.
DFB Original Original Valen e
Core
Core
A = 150 GRECP GRECP GRECP GRECP GRECP
State
Fermi (num.) (gauss.)
5spd, 4f
4spdf
TE
Absolute errors
Nonrel.aver. . . . 4f 5 6s2 5d1 →
. . . 4f 5 6s1 5d2
9469
-4
-4
-16
-53
-957
. . . 4f 5 6s2 6p1
11992
8
7
20
33
-467
. . . 4f 5 6s1 5d1 6p1
14348
1
1
-8
-38
-1396
. . . 4f 6 6s2
341
-60
-62
-1032
-1056
1526
. . . 4f 6 6s1 6p1
12949
-60
-62
-1042
-1093
320
. . . 4f 6 6s1 5d1
14385
-62
-63
-1028
-1085
642
6
Rel.aver. . . . 4f5/2
6s21/2 →
5
1
. . . 4f5/2
4f7/2
6s21/2
20159
105
106
256
256
11
4
2
. . . 4f5/2 4f7/2 6s21/2
34691
175
178
451
450
13
3
3
. . . 4f5/2
4f7/2
6s21/2
43538
210
214
583
582
2
2
4
2
. . . 4f5/2 4f7/2 6s1/2
46667
208
213
651
649
-22
1
5
. . . 4f5/2
4f7/2
6s21/2
44074
169
175
655
652
-59
6
. . . 4f7/2
6s21/2
35777
94
102
596
592
-109
5
6s21/2 5d13/2 →
Rel.aver. . . . 4f5/2
5
2
1
5505
219
219
179
181
234
. . . 4f5/2 6s1/2 5d5/2
5
Rel.aver. . . . 4f5/2
6s21/2 6p11/2 →
5
. . . 4f5/2
6s21/2 6p13/2
2345
21
21
20
23
535
5
. . . 4f5/2 6s21/2 5d13/2 (J = 4) →
5167
92
92
66
67
106
. . . (J = 3)
. . . (J = 2)
1943
21
21
12
13
24
. . . (J = 1)
6071
341
341
267
269
412
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Table 5. The < r2 > ME (in a.u.) obtained with
the spinors from numeri al DFB al ulations of the
state averaged over the nonrelativisti 4f 5 5d1 6s1 6p1
onguration (whi h diers from the generator state
by the o upation number of the 4f shell) of the Sm
atom and the orresponding relative errors (in %) of
their reprodu ing in dierent versions of all-ele tron
al ulations.
DFB DFB
DF
HF
A = 150 A = 0 A = 150 A = 150
Spinor
Fermi Point Fermi Fermi
ME Relative errors (in %)
4s1/2 0.377586 -0.012 -0.141 10.895
4p1/2 0.400820 0.000 -0.259 10.999
4p3/2 0.437398 0.001 -0.172
1.717
4d3/2 0.510444 0.001 -0.131
1.202
4d5/2 0.525484 0.001 -0.066 -1.694
4f5/2 0.991432 0.004
0.211 -8.419
4f7/2
1.01195 0.004
0.344 -10.276
5s1/2
2.23285 -0.013 -0.135 11.352
5p1/2
2.79755 0.000 -0.261 11.919
5p3/2
3.10529 0.001 -0.155
0.827
5d3/2
8.19197 0.007
0.031 -6.702
5d5/2
8.49997 0.007
0.124 -10.083
6s1/2
20.1753 -0.016 -0.082 12.098
6p1/2
37.2712 0.003 -0.198
7.914
6p3/2
40.7918 0.004 -0.106 -1.399
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Table 6. The < r2 > ME (in a.u.) obtained with the spinors from numeri al DFB al ulations of the state averaged
over the nonrelativisti 4f 5 5d1 6s1 6p1 onguration (whi h diers from the generator state by the o upation
number of the 4f shell) of the Sm atom and the orresponding relative errors (in %) of their reprodu ing in
al ulations with dierent GRECP versions.
DFB Original Original Valen e
Core
Core
A = 150 GRECP GRECP GRECP GRECP GRECP
Spinor
Fermi (num.) (gauss.)
5spd, 4f
4spdf
ME
Relative errors (in %)
4s1/2 0.377586
2.187
2.189
2.635
2.753
2.182
4p1/2 0.400820
1.952
1.948
2.394
2.357
1.966
4p3/2 0.437398
1.930
1.928
2.346
2.371
1.958
4d3/2 0.510444
1.399
1.402
1.421
1.422
1.505
4d5/2 0.525484
1.351
1.351
1.402
1.404
1.459
4f5/2 0.991432 -0.057 -0.062 -0.938 -0.939
0.748
4f7/2
1.01195 -0.055 -0.060 -0.919 -0.920
0.771
5s1/2
2.23285
0.041
0.041
0.085
0.078 -0.901
5p1/2
2.79755
0.021
0.021
0.056
0.059 -0.414
5p3/2
3.10529
0.020
0.020
0.064
0.063 -0.408
5d3/2
8.19197 -0.007 -0.006 -0.024 -0.038
0.564
5d5/2
8.49997 -0.009 -0.009 -0.018 -0.032
0.501
6s1/2
20.1753 -0.008 -0.008
0.039
0.120
2.597
6p1/2
37.2712 -0.008 -0.009
0.018 -0.007 -4.082
6p3/2
40.7918 -0.007 -0.007
0.022
0.000 -2.611
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